Peasant

1. Payment for the use of land, buildings, and inventory
   - Regularly, or on change of ownership by the peasant or landlord

2. Payments on account of personal bondage (serfdom)
   - Regularly, or on the death of the dependent

3. Landrent (quitrent, cens, Grundzins); Laudemium (lodis et vents)
   - Capitation fee (Shrove chicken, Leibhuhn); Heriot (Todfall, mainmorte);
     Emancipation fees; Labor services

4. Landlord (Seigneur)
   - Serf-Lord
   - Judicial Lord
   - Sovereign Overlord
   - Church Patron, Parish Priest
   - Commune

Legend
1. Justification or purpose for the payment
2. Point of time or pace at which the payment is made
3. Terms used to designate the payment
4. Recipient of the payment